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Introduction 
Dynamic Creative is well known within Google as a long established and successful Premier Partner winning 
back to back awards, but we are not a household name to many online retailers. Our current customers value 
what we do and how we do it, without fully knowing the specifics. In a way, we have become many of our 
clients’ secret sauce.  

Our secret sauce is a critical ingredient to many of our client’s online businesses. In a nutshell, we are able to 
produce high performance digital advertising at scale. We achieve this through our Ad Tech and specialised 
processes and methodology. Our secret sauce helps businesses get more sales and leads with Ad Tech, 
Machine Learning and digital advertising.  

We are a highly technical team and we take on highly technical problems. We have three teams who work 
together, yet specialise to their own skill set.  

● Our Account Directors work with clients to decide on appropriate strategies and goals for their online 
advertising; 

● The Performance Team is responsible for the technical management and delivering performance for 
each account; 

● Finally, our Development Team looks after our Ad Tech software and can assist on customer tickets 
when highly technical support is required.  

The overall goal for each of these teams and Dynamic Creative as a company, is to deliver revenue for our 
clients. We are able to do this by utilising a reverse funnel approach. Firstly, we specialise in Google Shopping 
advertising. We were the 2018 and 2019 winner of Google’s Premier Partner Award for Shopping Excellence. 
Our Ad Tech is also Search specialised, we can create long tail Google Search ads providing exact match 
keywords at scale.  

We have prepared the following report, covering our advertising successes and challenges across multiple 
industry verticals, with the purpose of providing industry trends over the past 11 months. 

What you will find in this report: 

● Benchmarks by industry for ad spend, revenue and return on ad spend 
● Case studies for industries by verticals 
● Dynamic Creative’s ad methodology, services and software 
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Industry Verticals Overview 
Dynamic Creative works with clients across many different industry verticals, including but not limited to the 
following:  

● Fashion & Accessories 
● Furniture & Homewares 
● Bathrooms & Renovations 
● Computers & Electronics 
● Travel 
● Services 

Each of these industries (and each individual business within these industries) have their own goals and 
challenges when it comes to online advertising. 

More and more people are turning online for both research and purchase purposes. Therefore it is important, 
now more than ever, for businesses to advertise online and be there when people are searching their 
products/services. 

The graph below shows how Dynamic Creative clients in different industries have performed over the past 
year. As you can see, many have been greatly affected over the last few months due to the COVID-19 
pandemic. Industries such as travel have seen sharp declines over recent months as restrictions on travel have 
been enforced. The electronics industry, on the other hand, has seen a boom as people equip themselves to 
work from home.  

 
This year has reinforced what many believe, “when times are good you should advertise, when times are bad, 
you MUST advertise”.  

In April 2020, when compared to the average over the previous nine months, the majority of Dynamic 
Creative’s clients saw an increase in both revenue and return on ad spend.  
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Key Data for 2019-2020 Financial year, separating April 2020 
(COVID-19 peak) 
In April 2020, when compared to the average over the previous nine months, the majority of Dynamic 
Creative’s clients saw an increase in both revenue and return on ad spend (refer to tables below).  

Dynamic Creative Average Industry Ad Spends 

Industry  $/month 
Jul ‘19 to Mar ‘20 

$/month 
April ‘20 

% Change 

Fashion  8K  25K  +213% 

Electronics  70K  127K  +81% 

Bathrooms/Renovations  20K  27K  +35% 

Furniture/Homewares  24K  26K  +8% 

Travel  346K  30K  -91% 

 

● Fashion felt a huge impact with the closure of stores during the peak of COVID-19 - and therefore online 
ad spend increased by over 200%.   

● Electronics faced a huge demand based on people having to work from home.   
● Sadly, the travel industry saw a sharp decrease in consumer demand as travel restrictions were enforced 

across the globe.  
 
Dynamic Creative Average Industry Return on Ad Spend Ratio (ROAS Ratio) 

Industry  ROAS Ratio avg/month 
Jul ‘19 to Mar ‘20 

ROAS Ratio avg/month 
April ‘20 

% Change 

Fashion  9  11  +22% 

Electronics  10  18  +80% 

Bathrooms/Renovations  11  15  +36% 

Furniture/Homewares  8  11  +38% 

Travel  14  11  -21% 

 

● Travel got excellent returns in the 9 months up to April, but COVID-19 put an end to that. Electronics saw 
the biggest increase, going to a ROAS ratio of 18:1  

● Bathroom and renovations saw a surprising uplift, more people were at home taking on projects and the 
building industry was unaffected by shutdowns with a return of 15:1 

● Fashion follows promotional and seasonal cycles but during COVID-19 increased to 11:1 because stores 
were closed 

● Furniture initially dipped at the beginning of April but increased to 11:1 during April. 
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Dynamic Creative Average Industry Revenue 

Industry  $/month 
Jul ‘19 to Mar ‘20 

$/month 
April ‘20 

% Change 

Fashion  89K  278K  +212% 

Electronics  1,071K  2,501K  +134% 

Bathrooms/Renovations  263K  486K  +85% 

Furniture/Homewares  198K  295K  +49% 

Travel  3,381K  180K  -95% 

 

● Fashion revenue clearly grew in line with ad spend with over 200% increase in April. 
● However, electronics and computers saw the largest revenue increases by dollar value from an already 

high base. 
● Interestingly, apart from travel all customers saw an uplift in ROAS and Revenue in April 2020. 
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Computers & Electronics 
Overview 
Computers and electronics, as a retail category, has seen quite a rise in both demand and revenue as a result 
of COVID-19. More people staying and working at home has meant that the stability we have seen over the last 
12 months in the category is no more. As apprehension swept the world, we saw a slight drop in queries in 
March before a surge coming in to April. 

Google Trends Interest - Computers Topic (July ‘19 - April ‘20) - Worldwide 

 

However, the story has not been quite the same for both computers and consumer electronics. Though we 
have seen increases in queries for computers, computer parts and accessories, we have actually seen stable 
results for consumer electronics. Items such as TVs, stereos and home entertainment systems saw their 
largest spikes around Black Friday and did not peak in the way computer parts have in April. 

Google Trends Interest - Electronics Topic (July ‘19 - April ‘20) - Worldwide 

 

 

At Dynamic Creative we have a number of computer and electronics retailers that rely on us for visibility in a 
saturated market. The sharp rise in queries is something we’ve seen for our customers. We have been able to 
take advantage of the buyers in the market to make sure our retailers are getting their share of online growth.  
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Dynamic Creative Customer Results 

 

As you can see from the trend graph above, our customers have seen a large rise in revenue beyond anything 
we have ever seen in March and April. The small rise you can see in November is a result of revenue generated 
from Black Friday. April has seen more than double the revenue of November. The need for computers, parts 
and accessories will continue to be necessary as the world adapts to working from home being an acceptable 
new normal.  
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Computers & Electronics Case Study 1 

Computer & Electronics Case Study - Adapting to the needs of 
long term customers 

Business Objective 
Here at Dynamic Creative we have been servicing electronic and computer retailers in Google for 10 years. We 
have some customers that have been with us for most of that time. When this particular online computer, 
parts and accessories store started with us, they were a small retailer looking to compete and grow in a 
competitive market. When they started they just needed someone that could create keywords for all brands 
and products on their website. Obviously the scope of what advertising in Google involves has changed 
significantly since then and so has this company’s objectives. We have been able to work alongside them 
during this change and adapt to their needs as well as the changes in Google. 

Business Outcome 
Over the 10 years they have been with us, we have been able to help them grow to be one of the largest 
computer and electronic goods retailers in Australia.  

Overall Results 

Since they began with us 

We have been able to help them scale from a few thousand visitors a year in 2010 to millions in 2020. What 
they were spending in a month in 2010 has become their daily budget in 2020. 

When comparing the same period in 2011 to 2020 we saw; 

● 1584% increase in traffic 
● 4343% increase in revenue 
● 1998% increase in ad spend 
● More than double the return on ad spend 
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Last 6 months 

To give a short term perspective, this client has not only been able to ride out the challenges retailers have 
faced in the last six months, they have thrived. Our electronic retailers have been able to have their computers, 
parts and accessories found by those who need them at this difficult time through their Google Advertising. 

 

  Revenue Growth (YoY)  ROAS Growth (YoY)  Traffic Growth (YoY) 

November '19  17%  48%  17% 

December '19  38%  60%  25% 

January '20  40%  50%  12% 

February '20  31%  43%  5% 

March '20  57%  108%  25% 

April '20  56%  171%  140% 
 

We have seen unprecedented growth over the last six months. At key periods such as Black Friday and 
Christmas, we have seen massive year on year revenue growth at a more efficient return on ad spend. As you 
can see from the data table above, we have also helped the customer take advantage of the increased traffic 
in the market in March and April to significantly increase their revenue at an even higher rate. 

Over the last 6 months the client has seen; 

● 81% increase in revenue year on year 
● 37% increase in traffic year on year 
● 38% increase in return on ad spend year on year 
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Strategy - How We Helped 

Adapting To Change 

As mentioned above, we have worked with this client for over 10 years. One of the most valuable ways we 
have helped this customer grow over that period is by adapting to their needs. Google is constantly changing, 
meaning that the way to advertise successfully in Google is different to what it was 6 months ago, let alone 10 
years ago. That is why as new advertising formats, betas and strategies become available it is important for us 
to work out how we can use them to help our clients grow. Over the last 10 years we have transitioned from 
having just a single keyword for every product to a full Expanded Text ad strategy and heavily optimised 
Google Shopping campaigns. 

Ad Technology For Large Inventories 

Another way we have been able to consistently deliver results for this client is through our Ad Technology 
matching their growing inventory. The reason the customer originally came to us was that we could deliver an 
AdWords ad for each product. We still do that today but across a variety of ad types, formats and long tail 
keywords.  

- Our software has created over a million active Text ads in their account covering every product, variety, 
model, category and subcategory to cover the way that people search. Without our software it would be 
impossible to create and maintain this number of long tail keywords and Text ads. 

- We have a Google Shopping Ad for every product on their site with an optimised product feed that helps 
make sure that if someone searches for a product our customer sells, their website is found. 

- Any updates to their inventory are automatically carried into our shopping feed and Text ads so that we’re 
always advertising any new stock and not advertising anything that is out of stock. 

Last 6 Months 

Over the last six months we have been able to consistently grow their revenue and improve their return on ad 
spend. Not only have we helped our client take advantage of more buyers in the market at key points to 
increase their revenue, but also our software helps businesses advertise more efficiently by increasing their 
ROAS. In the last 6 months we rolled out our Enhanced Search campaigns to this client to help them reach 
more traffic through an expanded keyword strategy with their Search ads.  

When looking at our returns from Search ads over the last 6 months compared to last year we saw: 

● 175% increase in traffic 
● 93% increase in revenue 

What Is Next? 

Our goal for this client, as it has always been, is growth. We want to continue to expand their advertising 
efforts to new areas to continue to increase their revenue. We have come a long way from just providing them 
with a keyword and ad for every product and as the new challenges and opportunities rise we will make sure 
that our client is able to meet them with their advertising. Adapting to the new normal will be crucial for 
computer and electronics businesses and having an adaptive and relevant advertising strategy to match has 
never been more important. 
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Computer & Electronics Case Study 2 
Small Electronics Business gets their fair share of revenue growth 
during COVID-19  
We work with businesses of all sizes. During this uncertain time even small computer and electronics retailers 
have been able to reach the extra buyers in the market and grow. Regardless of the starting point, the 
opportunity is there for any business to get a fair share of revenue through Google advertising.. 

Although this business is a smaller retailer with a small ad spend they have been able to take advantage of the 
growth in demand during COVID-19 as people started to work from home.  

From February to April, this small computer and electronics retailer has: 

● Been able to spend 5x as much in Google Ads 
● Achieved 10x the revenue 

Business Objective  

This client’s objective is to become a big player in the computer and electronics industry. Our objective is to 
help them achieve that with revenue growth through their Google Advertising.  

Business Outcome  

Throughout the last six months we have been able to help grow this small retailer. The peak period of March 
and April has seen their brand awareness grow and they have opened budgets to the increased demand, which 
has allowed them to grow their revenue to new highs. By taking advantage of the industry growth, this client is 
getting their fair share and they are on their way to achieving their goal of becoming one of the next big 
players. 

Results 

The results we have seen for this client over the last month have been outstanding:  

● Traffic in April was higher than the previous 6 months combined 
● Revenue in April was almost double the previous 6 months combined 

 
We have seen a spike in queries and demand across the industry but this client was able to capture the traffic 
and grow their revenue and brand recognition beyond anything they have seen before. 
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Average 
Nov ‘19 - Mar ‘20  Apr ‘20  % Difference 

Clicks  7,420  42,044  +341% 

Revenue $  28,456  273,610  +862% 

ROAS Ratio  11  26  +137% 

Ad Spend $  2,398  10,571  +467% 
 

Searches for their brand have dramatically increased as well, showing the progress of their brand growth  

● In April clicks from their brand Search campaigns more than doubled compared to their 6 month 
average 

● Conversions from brand Search campaigns have tripled 

 

How We Helped  

We have been able to help this client take advantage of the increased demand through our highly relevant 
Google Shopping feeds. We optimise a website’s product data to match the way that people search. By doing 
this we ensure that our customers’ Google Shopping ads are found by consumers when they are active in the 
market. This client has an optimised Google Shopping ad for every product on their website to give themselves 
the best opportunity to grow their revenue and business. 
 
It is important to be properly set up to take advantage of market spikes through flexible budget management. 
Our software has a tool that monitors performance to identify opportunities to increase budgets when the time 
is right. This client was happy to work with our recommendations of when to expand their advertising budget 
to grow their revenue.  
 
Getting the basics right is crucial. Properly set up Google Shopping feeds and ads, as well as smart budget 
management, are two things that every retailer, small or large, needs. 

What Is Next? 

This is just the beginning for this small computer and electronics retailer. By working with us to grow through 
Google Advertising, their goal to be one of the next big players is not far away. 
 
In the short term, their next step is working on their customer experience and communication processes. Due 
to the influx of orders they are making internal changes to improve their customer experience, ensuring the 
customer is kept up to date with shipping or any unforeseeable issues during the transaction. This is another 
step in the pursuit of growth. 
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Fashion & Accessories 
Overview 
Many fashion and accessories retailers often have physical stores and an online store. Their challenge is to 
continue growing both sides of the business in an extremely competitive space. They also emphasise 
understanding the relationship between offline and online, and how each plays a role in the omni-channel 
environment.  

Since July 2019, Search interest in the fashion and accessories category has been steadily increasing up to the 
Cyber Weekend, known as Black Friday and Cyber Monday. However, after this seasonal event, interest 
declined dramatically. In this industry, it is important to take note of seasonality, promotional and fashion 
trends as it plays an important role in consumer behaviour. The dips and peaks shown in the graph is a 
recurring trend due to the cycle of promotions Australia has moved towards i.e. as brands keep rolling out 
sales regularly throughout the year, consumers are expecting more sales and therefore waiting for these sale 
periods to make their purchases. 

Google Trends Interest Over Time - Fashion & Accessories (July ‘19 - April ‘20) 

 

Dynamic Creative works with a wide range of fashion and accessory clients, from large and well-known 
international brands, to smaller brick and mortar stores as well as online only businesses. We work closely 
with each client striving to understand their goals and to grow and maximise revenue.  

While the Google Trends graph shows interest in fashion and accessories declining after Christmas, Dynamic 
Creative customers are seeing revenue increase month on month. Similar to Google Trends, revenue peaked in 
November and December due to Black Friday sales and Christmas and then dips immediately after. However, 
since the beginning of COVID-19, consumers are turning to online and our customers have been able to 
capitalise on this opportunity. Revenue in April has increased to more than double what it was in November 
and December 2019. 
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Fashion Case Study 1 
Large Australian Fashion Retail Distributor saw a 279% Increase in 
Revenue 
 
This fashion industry case study discusses one of the largest fashion retailer distributors in Australia. Since 
onboarding with Dynamic Creative, this client saw: 

● 279% increase in revenue across all brands 
● 367% increase in conversions across all brands 
● At an increased return on ad spend 

Business Objective 

Our client came to us two years ago because they had world-renowned brands and they realised the 
opportunity to significantly grow their online business with paid Search being the key driver. At this time, our 
client was already running Google Ads campaigns, however did not utilise the range of Google Ad formats 
available to grow online sales. As a result, they needed to find a way of easily integrating their brands’ websites 
with Google Ads. 

Business Outcome 

Through Dynamic Creative’s ability to directly integrate with their websites, we were able to help our client’s 
brands start advertising and generating revenue in Google Shopping.  

Results 

Our client started advertising with us in June 2018. Prior to that, their brands had no presence in Google 
Shopping. In our first 6 months, we were able to get their brands started with Google Shopping. Since then we 
have been able to consistently improve their results. 

  Clicks  Conversions  Conversion Value  Return On Ad 
Spend 

First 6 months of 
management  
% Change YoY 

+137%  +104%  +115%  -10% 

Year 1 to Year 2 of 
Management  
% Change YoY 

+67%  +82%  +77%  +22% 

Overall % Change  +295%  +367%  +279%  +10% 

 

As you can see from the table above, for the same period in 2017, 2018 and 2019 we were able to increase 
traffic, sales and overall revenue for their brands all while improving their return on ad spend. 

Strategy - How We helped 

Our client came to us with the challenge of improving their brands’ online sales. We worked collaboratively in 
line with their strategic plan for SEM to ensure we maximised the opportunity across the Google platform, 
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utilising the Dynamic Creative unique and patented software and Google’s in house account management 
team. We decided to use the reverse marketing funnel approach and start with Google Shopping ads. As back 
to back Google Shopping award winners, Dynamic Creative was best placed to help get the most out of their 
Google Shopping campaigns. 

Year 1 

Google Shopping integration with major e-commerce platforms 

The first thing we did was to set up their brands with Google Shopping. The Dynamic Creative Ad Platform 
integrates directly with each brand's website backend to download website data for Google Shopping feeds 
and ads. As a result we were able to create highly relevant Google Shopping feeds that update daily.  

By starting their brands in Google Shopping with our highly relevant and optimised feeds, we saw immediate 
increases to their revenue over the first 6 months. We then moved to campaign optimization. 

Year 2 

Re-platforming the website 

In year 2, the websites migrated to a new e-commerce platform. As the Dynamic Creative Ad Platform 
integrates directly with this e-commerce platform to download website data for Google Shopping feeds and 
ads, we were able to relaunch our campaigns quickly and seamlessly.  

Google Shopping 

All brands were now advertising in Google Shopping. The next step of our strategy was to optimise their 
Shopping campaigns so that we were making the most of Google’s Machine Learning. Through ongoing 
optimisations of our feeds to suit Machine Learning, we were able to see outstanding year on year results in 
Google Shopping for their brands. 

 
 
Brand 1 Example- Google Shopping Year 2 

January 2020 - March 2020 vs. Same Period Previous Year 

  Clicks  Conversions  Conversion Value  Return On Ad 
Spend 

% Change YoY  +129%  +306%  +246%  +87% 

 

● 246% increase in revenue from Google Shopping campaigns 

● 87% increase in ROAS 

● 85% increase in media spend  
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Brand 2 Example - Google Shopping Year 2 

January 2020 - March 2020 vs. Same Period Previous Year 

  Clicks  Conversions  Conversion Value  Return On Ad 
Spend 

% Change YoY  +88%  +143%  +119%  +63% 

 

● 119% increase in revenue from Google Shopping campaigns 

● 63% increase in ROAS 

● 35% increase in media spend  

What Is Next? 

As we continue to optimise the brands’ Google Shopping performance, other advertising efforts are taking 
place. At the end of 2019 we introduced our enhanced Google Search ads campaigns to the accounts and 
we’re already starting to see positive results and further grow revenue at a comparatively lower ad spend.  

Our client also moved to a flexible budget strategy just as the COVID-19 pandemic was declared in Australia to 
react to physical stores closing. As more and more consumers were turning to online, we opened budgets to 
capitalise on people buying online due to COVID-19. To ensure success, we increased budgets based on a 
ROAS goal. I.e.  if the ROAS goal was achieved, we would increase budgets. In April, across all brands, our 
client spent 472% more and achieved 550% more in revenue!   
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Fashion Case Study 2 
Boutique Fashion Retailer Grows Online Business With Google 
Shopping, Search and Display 
This case study follows an Australian owned fashion boutique brand specialising in women’s activewear who 
have been a Dynamic Creative customer for 3 years. In the last 6 months, which included Black Friday, 
Christmas, and COVID, our client experienced:  

● 51% increase in revenue  
● 45% increase in conversions  
● For only a 16% increase in media spend  

Business Objective  

Our client’s challenge is growing as a business in an extremely competitive industry while maintaining a 800% 
return on ad spend. Furthermore, our client wanted to grow non-brand advertising (prospecting and gaining 
new customers) at a positive return. 

Business Outcome 

We were able to consistently achieve our client’s advertising goal of 800% in the first few months and continue 
to scale this further through granular and relevant advertising from both non-branded and branded Google Ads 
campaigns. The increase in awareness from non-brand activity has also resulted in revenue growth in other 
channels such as direct and social.  

Strategy 

Upon taking over their Google Advertising in August 2017, we saw the opportunity to achieve growth within the 
account through Google Shopping ads. Prior to taking over management, the account was only running brand 
and non-brand Search advertising and was not achieving a positive return. Our approach has been to use our 
ad tech in conjunction with Google’s Machine Learning to drive the most relevant traffic to their website. Our 
Google Ads campaigns are specifically created and optimized to leverage Google’s data, showing ads to 
consumers who are in-market to make a purchase. Our execution of this strategy included being fast to market 
with Google Smart Shopping, highly relevant Search campaigns to pre-qualify customers before they click, 
budget growth and utilising display ads for awareness.  

Google Shopping ads  

The integration of our client’s website with our Ad Platform enabled us to create a unique ad for every product, 
category, sub category and variant on their website. We initially launched a range of Standard Shopping 
campaigns containing products from key categories the client wanted to advertise. When Smart Shopping 
campaigns launched, we saw an opportunity to be first to market with the new Google product. This was 
another great opportunity to further grow the client with Google Shopping advertising. With Smart Shopping 
campaigns’ ability to combine Shopping advertising with Display remarketing as well as utilising Google’s 
Machine Learning technology, the client’s Google Ads revenue grew dramatically.  

Google Search ads 

Further to Shopping, we also launched long tail keyword Search ads which include pricing and availability. 
These ads are automatically kept up to date through our software. The combination of both Google Shopping 
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and Google Search enabled our client to have more visibility in the Google Search network. Our client would 
now show a Search ad listing, a Shopping ad as well as an organic (SEO) listing.  

 
Display Ads  

The client launches a new collection or limited edition range of clothing each fortnight. While advertising the 
new collections in Google Search and Shopping, we also saw an opportunity to increase awareness of each 
collection through Display ads. Specifically, each fortnight we would upload new display banners to show to 
current customers in the Google Display Network. This resulted in gaining more returning customers and 
customers who have been on the website and not purchased.  

● In the last 3 months (March 2020 - May 2020), returning visitors increased by 73% when comparing year 
on year 

● There was also a 55% increase in return customer purchases during this time 

Results  

Our client has seen steady revenue growth since beginning with Dynamic Creative. In the last 6 months, when 
compared to the previous year, the client has experienced a 51% increase in revenue for only a 16% increase in 
media spend.  

  Conversions  Revenue ($)  ROAS Ratio  Cost ($) 

October 18’ - April 19’  4,224  441,204  10  45,582 

October 19’ - April 20’  6,132  664,852  13  52,715 

YoY % Change   +45%  +51%  +30%  +16% 

 

 

Coming into April 2020, during the midst of COVID-19, our client experienced their biggest month yet, achieving 
numbers way above Black Friday and Boxing Day.  
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How Our Ad Tech Helped  

To take advantage of Smart Shopping and enhance its performance further, we strive to create a rich product 
feed. We believe the more information we can provide the Google Merchant Center, the better our Smart 
Shopping campaign will perform. With this in mind, our software builds out a product feed with attributes such 
as colour, size, material, and model. Furthermore, our software optimises product titles to better match what 
customers are searching for.  

We also have a feed team who creates a Shopping feed by integrating the backend of our customers' websites 
to our Shopping software. Our software automatically builds out a Shopping feed in a matter of hours. This 
takes away one of the major blockers of setting up a Shopping campaign. We currently have a number of 
supported platforms that increase our speed to market including, Neto, Salesforce, Shopify, Magento, 
WooCommerce, ecwid, Salesforce and BigCommerce.  

What Is Next? 

Online retail has changed tremendously over the last few months. With this in mind, Dynamic Creative will 
continue to work with our client to capitalise on any opportunities in the rapidly changing market to grow the 
Google Ads channel as well as help support growth in other channels as well. 
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Furniture & Homewares 
Overview 
Many furniture and homewares businesses in Australia have traditionally been brick and mortar stores. 
However, as times change, many are turning to online advertising and even selling their products online to 
reach more consumers than ever before.  

Since July last year, Search interest in the furniture and homewares category has been fairly steady with a 
slight peak over Christmas. Interest has however grown substantially over the last month. We believe this is 
due to the changes in people’s behaviour as a result of COVID-19. 

Google Trends Interest Over Time - Furniture and Homewares (July ‘19 - April ‘20) 

 

  

Dynamic Creative works with many furniture industry clients who all experience different challenges when it 
comes to online advertising. Those that are purely online businesses generally aim to grow online sales and 
brand awareness, whereas those that also have physical stores struggle to balance driving online sales versus 
driving people into their store/s. Dynamic Creative works closely with our customers to identify their unique 
goals and challenges and ensure that their campaigns are optimised to achieve them.  

Since July last year, our furniture and homeware customers have seen a curve that follows Australia’s sale 
periods. Sales are higher in peak promotional periods such as June/July with the end of financial year and then 
again in November/December for Black Friday, Cyber Monday and Boxing Day. The industry has also seen a 
significant uplift in April as more and more people turned to online shopping during the COVID-19 outbreak.   

Dynamic Creative Furniture & Homewares Customers 
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Furniture Case Study 1 
Online Furniture Retailer records highest Google Ads results 
during COVID-19 
This case study follows a purely online furniture company operating within Australia that have been working 
closely with Dynamic Creative for over 5 years. In March and April 2020, at the peak of COVID-19 uncertainty, 
this customer was able to: 

● Increase sales by 303% 
● Increase revenue by 252% 
● Maintain a steady return on ad spend 

Business Objective 

Our client's challenge was to continue to grow their business online in a time with great uncertainty. All whilst 
maintaining a reasonable return on ad spend to ensure the business remained profitable.  

Business Outcome 

Our client was able to achieve record high results in terms of sales and revenue by being flexible and adapting 
to change in a very uncertain environment.  

Results 

The client has seen a 95% increase in conversions year on year for their business as a whole. They have 
continued to grow despite the unpredictable market. In the last 2 weeks of April, they recorded their best 
fortnight on record and in May 2020 they are seeing no signs of slowing down.  

Google Ads results in March/April 2019 to March/April 2020 saw the client gaining an outstanding uplift:  

2020 compared to 2019  Revenue  Conversions  Cost 

March   +90%  +111%  +83% 

April  +252%  +303%  +96% 

 

Strategy 

As furniture is considered a non-essential during COVID-19, our strategy was to look for trends and what was 
selling. Our focus categories have changed from categories such as bunk beds and dining table sets to office 
furniture, homeware, lighting and rugs to meet current consumer demand.  

The customer was able to be completely flexible with their Google Ads budgets and campaigns which allowed 
us to make adjustments as required based on the key performance metrics. This meant we were able to 
increase and move budgets from campaigns that were not hitting targets to campaigns that were. To 
maximise on sales, we run both Smart Shopping campaigns and our new enhanced Single Keyword Ad Groups 
for Google Search which we launched for them earlier in 2020. By running both, the client has been able to: 

● achieve more ‘real estate’ on Google 
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● increase brand awareness  
● move budget to the performing media channel. 

What Is Next? 

Dynamic Creative is working with the client to further expand the search campaigns and broaden the 
categories we are currently advertising on. We aim to continue to adapt to the changing environment around 
us to achieve the customer’s advertising goals whilst continuing to increase spend to scale and grow the 
business as a whole. 
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Furniture Case Study 2 
Transitioning to Effective and Efficient Google Ads Campaigns for 
Online Home Decor Company  
This case study follows an online home decor company that has been working with Dynamic Creative for the 
last 12 months to grow their business. In the first 6 months of working with Dynamic Creative, this client saw: 

● Increase of 30% in both Sales and Revenue 
● Decrease in advertising costs by 12% 

Business Objective 

Prior to working with Dynamic Creative our client’s main focus was to manage their campaigns based on a 
cost per acquisition goal. When coming on board with Dynamic Creative we changed their goal to a return on 
ad spend of 350%. This was in order to grow and scale their business in terms of sales and, ultimately, 
revenue.  

Business Outcome 

Our client was able to see an almost immediate improvement in the efficiency and effectiveness of their 
Google Ads campaigns upon transitioning to Dynamic Creative. This change has allowed them to grow and 
scale their online advertising, even in a time of uncertainty.  

Results 

The client has seen steady growth in sales since Dynamic Creative took over management of the account in 
June 2019. In the first 6 months, Dynamic Creative was able to achieve a 30% increase in sales and revenue 
year on year whilst actually decreasing cost by 12%.  

  Revenue  Conversions  Cost  ROAS Ratio 

June - November 
2018 

$236k  1,200  $84k  3 

June - November 
2019 

$308k  1,550  $74k  4 

YoY % Change  +31%  +30%  -12%  +33% 
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Over the last two months, this client was able to continue this growth during a time where many businesses 
were suffering.  

 

Although their spend doubled from approximately $500/day to $1,000/day, the revenue generated increased at 
almost the same rate jumping from approximately $3,000/day in revenue to $6,000/day in revenue. This 
means that they were able to maintain a steady return on ad spend whilst increasing overall sales and revenue.  

Strategy 

To achieve the client’s goals in the first 6 months, we transitioned the whole account to a new campaign 
structure through the Dynamic Creative Ad Platform. Our Ad Tech allowed us to create thousands of ads for 
each category, sub category and product on the client’s website at scale. This would have been impossible to 
do manually as the client has many categories and thousands of products.  

This structure allowed us to match the way people search and ensure we were showing the most relevant ad 
at any given point in time. This was paired with Google’s Machine Learning to take advantage of the data and 
learnings that Google has access to.  

In addition to this, we were able to build a strong relationship with the client. Clearly defined goals and 
transparency around the results allowed the client to trust us to be flexible with budgets. This has enabled us 
to scale the results and chase demand when it is there or pull back when it is not. This strategy was crucial 
during the last two months as buyer behaviour changed in response to COVID-19. 

What Is Next? 

In addition to the customer’s Australian website, we are currently managing campaigns for their New Zealand 
website. We are also in the process of further expansion and setting up new campaigns for their US based 
website.  

Dynamic Creative will continue to adapt to the changing online environment to ensure our client continues to 
achieve their goals to grow their business. We will continually look for expansion opportunities and to further 
optimise the campaign for efficiency and effectiveness.  
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Bathroom & Renovations 
Overview 
Similar to furniture and homeware, bathroom and renovations has typically been brick and mortar stores with 
showrooms. However, with over 18.5 million Australians now owning a mobile phone, accessing the internet 
and doing a search for “bathroom sink” is easier than going in store for an initial browse. Many stores are now 
focusing their attention towards online retail to sell products both online and also continue to help bring people 
in store.  

Interest for bathroom and renovations from Google trends shows to be consistent month on month, with a dip 
at the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic. However, interest in bathrooms and renovations quickly increased 
to the highest it has been in the past 12 months.  

Google Trends Interest - Bathroom and Renovations (July ‘19 - April ‘20) 

 

In contrast, Dynamic Creative customers in the bathroom and renovation industry did not experience a 
decrease in online revenue just prior to the start of the pandemic in Australia. Instead, revenue has grown since 
the slight dip in December, which follows the Google Trends interest graph. Currently, Dynamic Creative 
manages a range of bathroom and renovation clients with varying goals, including: 

● in-store sales driven from online 
● online sales 
● both in-store and online.  

Dynamic Creative Customers Revenue  
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Bathware Case Study 1 
Bathware Direct - Online sales during a coronavirus (COVID-19) 
outbreak 
Our approach in online marketing is to maintain flexibility and push where there are gains in revenue for 
businesses at this time. 

Bathware Direct has showrooms as well as an online store. They stock a wide range of quality bathroom 
essentials. They are showing great innovation and flexibility with the consumers best interest in mind. 

Online sales from Dynamic Creative marketing campaigns for Bathware Direct have seen an upturn over 500% 
over the past two weeks compared to the same time last year. We are overachieving their advertising target. 
As such, we are monitoring closely and increasing budgets to grow revenue by selling while there are people 
online and buying. 

Mar 1st - 16th 2020 vs same period previous year 

Clicks  Spend  Sales  Revenue 

+111%  +74%  +180%  +166% 
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Bathware Case Study 2 
Optimising Google Ads for In Store Visits & Online Revenue For 
Bathroom Retailer 
This case study follows a Australian owned company supplying quality and affordable bathroom and kitchen 
products across Australia. We have been working with this client for over 3 years to drive showroom visits and 
online revenue. In more recent months, with the introduction of in store visit conversion tracking, we have been 
able to more accurately track the value of Google Ads to both online and offline stores. In the last 6 months, 
our client saw:  
 
● 58% increase in online transactions  
● Over 6,000 store visits tracked from Google Ads  

Business Objective 

Our client’s challenge is twofold; grow online revenue and sales as well as drive traffic to their showrooms in 
Sydney. To achieve this, we ran multiple campaign types, with different goals including working towards 
achieving a ROAS ratio of 5:1 and driving quality buyers into the store. 

Business Outcome 

Through improvements to advertising efficiency and management freedom allowing Dynamic Creative to 
increase advertising budget with a profitable return, plus an uplift in overall conversions, our client has been 
able to compete at a national scale. Built on the basis of this success, they have since opened another 
showroom in Sydney.  

Strategy  

Our strategy involved running multiple Google Ads campaign types in order to achieve a specific goal. We 
started off by building out Search and Shopping ads for every category, subcategory and product on our 
client’s website. These campaigns support both the growth of online revenue and foot traffic. 
 
To drive further website and foot traffic, we saw an opportunity to gain cheap traffic (average cost per click) 
through the Google Display Network. This resulted in:  
 
● Over 200,000 clicks  

● 13,000,000 impressions  

● Average cost per click of 15c 

Another opportunity arose when Google launched Local Inventory Ads (LIA). Along with Smart Shopping 
campaigns, we opted our client into Local Inventory ads. These ads showcase our client’s products and store 
information to nearby shoppers searching with Google to drive in-store visits. When a shopper clicks on the ad, 
they are taken to a Google-hosted page of our client’s store, called the local storefront. Shoppers then use this 
page to view in-store inventory, get store hours, find showroom directions and more.  
 
Our client was able to reap the following benefits from LIA: 

● Promoting each store’s inventory, enabling shoppers to know which store has the items they are looking 
for in stock 
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● Bringing the local store online by using the Google-hosted local storefront as a digital local storefront 
experience 

● Measure the performance of Google Ads on foot traffic and in store sales. 

Results  
Results over the last 6 months have shown a positive uplift both in store and online. While online revenue has 
increased by 62%, our client has also had over 6,000 users come in store driven from Google Ads. 
 
Following the uplift in revenue both online and offline, last year our client opened their latest showroom in 
Sydney.  
 
Revenue from online sales only  

  Impressions  Conversions  Revenue  Store Visits 

October ‘18 - April ‘19  18,885,441  309  171,593  - 

October ‘19 - April ‘20  51,951,596  487  277,634  6,056 

Percentage Change  175%  58%  62%  - 

 

How We Helped 

Our Ad Tech enables our clients to take advantage of a majority of Google products, including Google Search, 
Google Shopping, Smart Shopping, LIA and more. We create granular ads to unlock the power of Google’s 
machine learning. For Search, our software can create an ad for every category, subcategory and promotional 
item on a website. These ads also include live pricing and availability to pre-quality customers before they click 
on an ad. For Shopping, we aim to create rich feeds to enable Google's automated bidding and machine 
learning on Smart Shopping campaigns. To do this, we ensure that each product (where it makes sense), has a 
size, colour, model and brand attribute. Furthermore, our Ad Tech is able to optimise product titles to match 
the way users search in Google.  

What Is Next? 

Our client is now planning for the recovery period of COVID-19 to allow for continued growth during the time 
stores are beginning to reopen. Although we cannot predict what impact this will have on online retail, our 
client trusts that we have processes in place to be reactive to changing market conditions and can optimise to 
capitalise on any new opportunities or findings.  
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Services 
Overview 
Lead Generation for services is the process of attracting and converting prospective customers into someone 
who has a genuine interest in your company’s product or service. Businesses who are interested in generating 
leads typically provide services rather than retail goods.  

Lead generation can be an attractive goal for many services industries. These industries include, but are not 
limited to; market research, home improvement/renovation services, online dating, subscription vehicle 
services and professional services. Therefore, ‘leads’ may come in the format of ‘signing up’, ‘booking a 
meeting’ or ‘learning more’. 

Providing quality leads to businesses allows them to build a base of inbound potential clients. The company 
can then follow these leads to grow their business and client base. It is critical to understand the types of leads 
certain businesses require and the best ways to encourage these. The aim being to achieve the highest 
amount of quality leads possible for an acceptable cost per lead and budget. 

Services Google Trends 

Looking at Google Trends for Australia, traffic for common services industries appears to fluctuate.  

Interest Over Time - Home Improvement 

 
 
 
Interest Over Time - Market Research 

 
 
 
Interest Over Time - Online Dating Services 
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Interest Over Time - Legal Advice 

 
 
Dynamic Creative’s services clients operate on both local and global scales. Some of these clients have 
chosen us to scale their business for almost a decade, others have recently engaged our services. 

We have found clients with a lead generation goal have come to us with different challenges to solve. One 
client in market research came to us with the simple goal of increasing the amount of sign ups (leads) for their 
paid surveys month to month.  

Some also require we improve the quality of leads generated. Market qualified leads are of a higher value to 
businesses. We can improve the quality of leads by creating detailed, relevant ads which match to the way a 
user searches.  

When comparing the above industry graphs to Dynamic Creative’s services customers we can see that leads 
or ‘conversions’ have grown substantially over the past 11 months. A peak has also been seen in April 2020. 

 
 

As the above graph identifies for this group of clients we have been able to increase the number of leads they 
generate through Google Ads on a month to month basis.  

Similar to other industry verticals we have seen a significant peak in April 2020. We have been able to scale 
towards this peak by being flexible with our clients’ budgets when performance opportunities present 
themselves. 
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Services Case Study 1 
Market Research Panel - Lead Generation: Survey Sign Ups 

Business Objective 

Maximising growth in the search network is a priority for this market research panel. This paired with the 
challenge to outrank and outbid competitors in an increasingly competitive and dynamic digital space are their 
key objectives. The approach to these challenges was for the brand to work with the Dynamic Creative team 
using innovative technology to drive continually evolving, scalable results. The campaigns’ objective is to 
increase conversions and investment at an acceptable cost-per-acquisition (CPA). The acceptable CPA level 
has fluctuated over the past quarter, however, broadly a CPA at $20.00 AUD or under was acceptable. 

Business Outcome 

This client requested growth of their account, and this is what Dynamic Creative delivered. We were not only 
able to provide the opportunity for the account to spend more and achieve more potential leads. We were able 
to present the fact that as a global business who generate leads from lots of different avenues, Google Ads 
was a channel worth investing a higher percentage of budget.  
 
Whilst our goal of current Google Advertising is to increase ‘sign ups’ to the survey panel, our client also tracks 
survey completes. We have found that through our strategy and process we have been able to increase the 
number of ‘survey completes’. In other words, our strategy has resulted in higher quality leads, with signups  by 
users who on average complete a higher volume of surveys compared to other channels. 

Results 

Introducing Single Keyword Ad Groups with multiple ad types alongside automated bidding has considerably 
increased ad relevance across the entire account. The result is an ad that matches what the user searched for. 
Higher quality ads drive more quality traffic and result in more sign ups for. This means simultaneously 
increasing conversions for the same advertising budget while maximising reach. In addition to spending the 
existing advertising budget in a more effective manner, expanding the keywords and ads has also allowed 
Dynamic Creative to scale the businesses investment. This has led to substantial increases in conversions 
whilst maintaining an acceptable CPA. 
 
Looking at the graph below (Cost vs Conversions), we have been able to increase cost whilst increasing 
conversions at a very similar rate rate. Meaning the CPA stayed steady. The increase in cost and conversions 
began in November when Single Keyword Ad Groups were launched through the Dynamic Creative Ad 
Platform.  
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An additional 5800 conversions and 80,000 more clicks were seen just through the search channel in February 
2020. 

● Over 100,000 clicks were achieved, a 390% increase 

● Conversions increased 360% 

● Successfully achieved under a $20.00 AUD CPA at $17.71 AUD 

 
We also noticed improvement in our click through rates since launching the Single Keyword Ad Groups 
 

● The CTR in October when these ad groups were not running was 12.47% it is now 14.34% 

● Impressions have increased by 330% from 163,340 to 699,696 

How We Helped 

Single Keyword Ad Groups (SKAGs) 

To achieve the objectives we launched Single Keyword Ad Groups through the Dynamic Creative Ad Platform. 
This is a well known methodology, but the Ad Platform has amplified this method with software and Google’s 
machine learning. Every single keyword has two corresponding ad types including the Expanded Text ad and 
Google’s new Responsive Search ads. 

Historically Converting Inventory  

Users search for this marketing panel’s services in many different ways. At Dynamic Creative we wanted to 
ensure we were continually building a base inventory of the ways people searched and then converted. 
Previously converting search terms in the account became an inventory of new keywords to apply to the 
campaigns. This approach allowed us to expand the account and to serve thousands of keywords matching 
the way individuals searched.  

 

Automated Bidding 

The Dynamic Creative Ad Platform is engineered for machine learning. Google's machine learning, that has 
access to millions of signals about customer behaviour, can do a better job than a single person. We use 
automation as an integral part of our strategy to improve campaign performance and drive growth.  

 
The campaigns in the account use Target CPA as their bidding strategy, allowing Google to bid based on a 
CPA. This ensures we get the most conversions at or below the CPA we set. Target CPA was selected as the 
bidding strategy as the company’s goal is to achieve the most amount of conversions they can at an 
acceptable CPA level. 
 

Responsive Ads  

As mentioned, every single keyword has its own ads spanning two ad types. One of these ads is a Responsive 
Search ad. Responsive Search ads are ads that adapt to show more text, and more relevant messages, to the 
user. We are able to enter multiple headlines and descriptions and over time, Google will automatically test 
different combinations and learn which combinations perform best, in line with their goal. The ads include not 
only the specific keyword being targeted in the headline 1 but also USPs (unique selling propositions) in 
headline 2 and 3. This created over 22,000 ads that continue to stay relevant to the user’s search and highlight 
why they should sign up to complete this company’s surveys over their competitors. 
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The ads have more than 10 headlines and descriptions, giving Google more opportunity to serve ads that 
closely match the potential customer’s search queries. It also allows Google to assemble the text into multiple 
ad combinations in a way that avoids redundancy. Once again, allowing Google to optimise ad copy using their 
data points, is much more effective than giving one person autonomy to make those decisions.  
The benefits this account has seen by using Responsive Search ads in their account include: 

● Increasing ad relevance for the potential consumer  

● Reaching more potential customers with multiple headlines and descriptions options that give the ads the 
opportunity to compete in more auctions and match more search queries. 

● Increasing performance by attracting more clicks and conversions  

 
In addition to using the platform, we can make adjustments to keywords, ad copy and landing pages at scale. 
The process is efficient compared to what any human can do.  

What Is Next? 

Dynamic Creative’s strategy for ongoing growth in this account involves continually mining previously 
converting search terms to create new keywords. We have found that each day the account presents us with 
new ways users are searching for online paid surveys and signing up to this company’s service. By utilising this 
strategy we can continually grow the keywords in the account, as well as creating even more corresponding 
Responsive Search and Expanded Text ads, at scale.  

Dynamic Creative also manages Google Display campaigns for this client. We are continually looking for 
improvements in strategy for this network as well. This involves updating the ads with new creatives, whether 
that be imaging and ad copy. 

Recently, we have tried to introduce video content into our Google Display campaigns. Ultimately, this client 
would like to produce their own video content to include in Google Display ads, however for the time being, 
through Google we have been able to automatically generate video content through uploaded image assets.  

This has allowed us to present the potential of video content across the Display Network in this industry. 
Effective and efficient advertising across this network can expand this client’s reach, ultimately resulting in 
even more leads.  
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Services Case Study 2 
Case Study: Plumbing & Bathroom Services 
This case study represents a leading plumbing and bathroom provider in Australia. This client has been 
working with Dynamic Creative for approximately 3 years. In that time we have provided growth to their online 
presence as well as driving traffic to their ‘bricks and mortar’ showrooms across all of Australia. The increase 
in website traffic resulted in higher quality leads from customers booking online consultations, downloads of 
renovation kits in addition to showroom visits. 

Business Objective 

This business is primarily focused on driving traffic to their website. To achieve this our client’s goal is to 
increase the number of clicks they receive and increase their advertising efficiency to decrease the Cost Per 
Click (CPC) they pay. We also were set the task to increase this client’s B2C channel as, historically, their major 
successes came from a B2B channel. 
 
COVID-19 significantly impacted the client’s goals as well as their comparative place in the market.  
When the pandemic hit Australian shores, this business had to re-evaluate their marketing strategy and the 
costs associated. Their new, short term objective became maximising their digital presence for a limited 
investment. 

Business Outcome 

This company is an industry leader with a strong brand name Australians trust. This meant that in light of 
COVID-19 and the DIY boom, this business saw demand in many of its categories increase. In April 2020 the 
following categories had significant year on year growth. See below Google Trends category breakdown: 

 

Despite internal management requiring this business to decrease their monthly budget by 60% we were able to 
capture this heightened traffic and maintain clicks. 

Changing their focus from 10 major categories and funneling the remaining budget into 4 key categories 
based on the time of year and internal priorities, resulted in increased advertising efficiency.  
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Results 

April 2020 saw this particular client's monthly budget decrease by 60% compared to previous months. For this 
reasoning, we had to identify a set of categories that were performing particularly well and reduce spending on 
categories that were impacted by COVID-19. Despite this challenge, clicks only dropped 4%. Furthermore, 
maintaining budget in categories such as Hot Water Systems and Heating and Cooling coming into Australian 
winter allowed us to retain steady clicks in April compared with March. 
 

 

Additionally, the effects of COVID-19 were felt by many retailers and service providers, a drop in active major 
national competitors in this client’s industry contributed to a reduction in CPCs.  
 

YoY Comparison  CPC 

April 2019  $0.55 

April 2020  $0.24 

YoY % Change  -56% 

 
How We Helped 

Our key strategy for this client was to produce high quality Google Search ads at a large scale. Introducing 
Single Keyword Ad Groups (SKAGs) meant that we were able to expand the account to contain 370,000 
keywords, each with corresponding Expanded Text and Responsive Search ads. By creating SKAG campaigns 
which contain thousands of exact match keywords, we have been able to efficiently reduce the CPCs in the 
long term. 
 
Our Ad Tech allowed us to create thousands of ads for each category, sub category and product on our client’s 
website. This would have been near impossible for this business to do manually as they have differing prices 
across Australian States meaning 7 separate feeds of thousands of ads would need to be adjusted daily. 
 
Due to these efforts this business was able to maintain their market share where other national competitors 
dropped out because of COVID-19. 
 
We have also been able to match their need for strong branding and visually rich advertising with new Google 
ad formats. Introducing Google Discovery ads significantly increased impressions and CTRs. 

What Is Next? 

This client is now interested in trialling optimising some categories towards revenue. Whilst our client does see 
value in increasing clicks and coverage, optimising towards online sales and revenue would allow us to utilise 
Google’s smart bidding strategies. 
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We have launched this trial on a single category where the required ROAS is known. If we can successfully 
optimise the campaigns to a target ROAS the client may potentially expand this strategy across other 
categories.    
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Travel 
Overview 
The travel industry worldwide has been a fairly stable market over the last 5 years with many people looking 
online for both research and purchase purposes. However, this industry has been heavily impacted by the 
current situation with the outbreak of COVID-19. The industry as a whole saw a sharp increase followed by a 
sharp decrease in the past two months as people looked for ways to get home and have since stayed home.  

Google Trends Interest Over Time - Travel (July 19 - April 20) 

 

 

The flights industry in particular has been greatly impacted as countries enforce tough restrictions and even 
close their borders. With the reduced number of people travelling, many airlines have had to reduce the 
number of flights they offer or in some cases close all together.  

Interest over time in Flights - Worldwide 

 

Dynamic Creative’s travel clients have seen similar steady trends with a sharp decline over the last two 
months:  
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Travel Case Study 1- Jan 2020, pre COVID-19 
Fiji Airways - 3.9 Million Ads – Showing a Relevant Ad at the Right 
Time 
 
“We challenged Dynamic Creative to look for new opportunities to drive revenue and position us well for 2020. 
The results have been impressive.” – Jameel Mohammed, Marketing 

The Objective 

While continuing to maximise growth in the search network, Fiji Airways’ challenge is to stay a leader in the 
rapidly changing digital space and competitive environment to compete on an international scale. To tackle 
this challenge, Fiji Airways worked with the Dynamic Creative team using innovative technology with the 
objective to drive ongoing, scalable results. The campaign objective is to increase revenue and bookings 
overall. 

The Strategy 

To achieve the objectives, we launched Single Themed Ad Groups through the Dynamic Creative Ad Platform. 
This is a known methodology, but our Ad Tech, in conjunction with Google’s machine learning, turbo charged 
the approach. Every single keyword has two corresponding ad types; the Expanded Text ad and Google’s new 
Responsive Search ads 

The Ad Tech is able to create an ad for each keyword so that the ad and the keyword match. For example, an 
ad group may contain keywords such as ‘flights to fiji’, ‘cheap flights to fiji’ and so on. 

Through Single Themed Ad Groups, we have been able to target all of those same keywords, but deliver 
customers different ads to match their intent. Having an ad for each keyword increases the ad relevance, 
lowering the cost per click thereby improving returns. 
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Geographic Targeting 

Flight campaigns require detailed location targeting to get the best results, the campaigns are optimally 
structured for this method of targeting. Part of the structural changes include multiple campaigns at every 
geographical level. This has given Fiji Airways full coverage and the best opportunity to deliver the most 
relevant ad to a specific user for every search. As the ads target each city, it allows Fiji Airways to show 
relevant pricing to the relevant customer. 

Responsive Search Ads 

Fiji Airways has more than 10 headlines and descriptions, giving Google opportunity to serve ads that closely 
match the potential customer’s search queries. It also allows Google to assemble the text into multiple ad 
combinations in a way that avoids redundancy. Over time Google Ads will test the most promising ad 
combinations and learn which combinations are the most relevant for different queries. 

The benefit Fiji Airways has seen using Responsive Search ads include: 

● Increasing ad relevance for the potential consumer 

● Reaching more potential customers with multiple headlines and descriptions options that give the ads the 
opportunity to compete in more auctions and match more search queries. 

● Increasing performance by attracting more clicks and conversions 

 

The Results 

Introducing Single Themed Ad Groups alongside automated geographic targeting, Google’s machine learning, 
and multiple ad types, has increased ad relevance across the entire account. The result is an ad that matches 
what the user searched with the most relevant landing page. Higher quality ads drive more quality traffic and 
results in more bookings for Fiji Airways at a lower cost. This means Fiji Airways can get better returns for the 
same advertising budget while simultaneously maximising reach. 

We noticed a vast difference in our click through rates on Responsive Search ads: 

● Compared to the Expanded Text ads, our click through rate on Responsive Search ads was higher 

● Fiji Airways Impressions have increased by 165% 

● The Return On Ad Spend on Responsive Search ads is achieving over initial targets 

Looking at the graph below (Cost vs Impressions), with a slight increase in media cost, impressions have 
increased tremendously. The peak in impressions occurred in November when Fiji Airways launched 
Responsive Search ads through the Dynamic Creative Ad Platform. 

 

● 68% increase in qualified clicks year on year. 
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● In January, we saw a 16% increase in revenue and 18% increase in bookings from Search ads compared 
to last year. 

● Successfully achieved over the target ROAS 

How We Helped 

The Dynamic Creative Ad Tech automatically creates keywords for every flight route. Creating keywords, ad 
groups and ads to match every way users search. It does this by integrating the Fiji Airways website to the Ad 
Platform and Google Ads. Furthermore, ads include live pricing in the headlines to prequalify consumers before 
they click. The Fiji Airways account had over 1.3 million keywords with corresponding ads run through the Ad 
Tech. A number that no human being could possibly build out manually. 

Although these campaigns had excelled in performance and been recognised as award-winning, it was time to 
take the next step to continue growth. To do this Dynamic Creative looked at ad relevance for Fiji Airways and 
their customers. Fiji Airways worked with Dynamic Creative to relaunch new campaigns, called Single Themed 
Ad Groups with multiple ad types. These included Responsive Search ads and Expanded Text ads (built 
through the Ad Tech). The idea was to optimise for ad relevance and landing page experience for the 
customer. Resulting in a reduced cost per click and, as such a better return for the budget for Fiji Airways 
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Dynamic Creative Ads Methodology, Software and 
Premium Services 
 
A Different Kind of Agency 
 
We are an Australian online advertising company with an international difference. We specialise in online 
advertising for retailers. 
 
As mentioned throughout this document, we have software, people and processes all experienced in the 
complexity of Google Search and Shopping and the know-how to improve your advertising performance. We 
work with customers in Australia, New Zealand, Singapore, UK and USA. 
 
For 17 years retailers have joined Dynamic Creative because they struggle to keep up with the pace of change 
in Google Ads and machine learning. Together we have delivered exceptional results and long term 
improvements with our campaign structures and optimisation processes. 
 
We take the hassle out of growing and scaling your business with Google Ads and machine learning. We 
manage Google ad creation, optimisation and achieving your e-commerce revenue goal. We also manage 
your products in the Google Merchant Center and resolve product level issues to comply with Google’s 
policies. Your Google Ads will be fully managed by our Account Director and Performance teams. 
 
Our Ad Platform scales with our clients’ business goals in Google Shopping, Search, Display and YouTube. Our 
Ad Tech connects to a website’s product data to create and maintain Google Ads for every product on the site. 
Customers come to us because they are looking to scale their business or are unhappy with their current 
provider. We work to achieve Google best practices across all Google Ad campaigns to build revenue. 
 
 
Our Ad Tech 
 
The key difference for us in the market is that our Ad Tech automatically creates and updates ads for every 
product, category, sub-category and every combination of brand, size and colour on a website. In other words, 
we can create a relevant ad for everything that you sell on your website. 
 
 

7.7 million products 
  
Our Ad Tech connects to your 
e-commerce shopping cart, 
Google Merchant Center, Google 
Analytics and creates Google Ads. 

89.7 million keywords 
 
Our Ad Tech automatically 
creates, updates and manages 
highly relevant keywords for every 
landing page on your website. 

28.5 million ads 
 
Our Ad Tech creates multiple ad 
variations, providing Machine 
Learning the choices needed to 
improve your advertising 
performance. 
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Conclusion 
As this report demonstrates, Dynamic Creative has seen strong results and growth for a number of our 
customers in many different industries. We’ve seen businesses take their online sales to new heights in April 
when online demand was at an all time high, and we’re happy to be able to help them achieve their goals.  
 
With a combination of flexible budget strategies, optimised Google Shopping feeds, highly granular Search Ad 
campaign structures, focused strategy and service, we’ve given businesses the tools they need to get the most 
from their online advertising. 
 
Now, more than ever, it’s important that your business is getting its fair share of the market, building your 
business and selling online. Google Advertising works because your ads target consumers who are actively 
searching for your products. By not advertising online, you are potentially missing out on the hundreds of 
thousands of relevant searches that are happening every day. Our software, services and methodology make 
sure that your ads are set up in the best way to be found by the people searching for your products. 
 
It's an unfortunate reality that in order to be found online you need to be advertising online. We want to help 
make that as efficient and cost effective for you as possible while delivering a clear path to growth. If you want 
to be an industry leading example of growth like the businesses featured in our report, we can make that 
happen. 

How you can get started with us 
The first step to getting started with us is to book a meeting with one of our Account Directors. 
We’ll organise a no obligation meeting to discuss your particular business and advertising goals. Our team will 
walk you through how Dynamic Creative can help you achieve your specific goals through Google Advertising 
and the costs that are involved. 
 
We have a range of plans that are tailored to suit your particular business needs. For more information, book a 
meeting today. 

 
Book a meeting now 
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